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Abstract 

In this paper, we examine how the foreign ownership and policy burden will 

affect the privatization and subsidization policies in mixed oligopoly model-setting. 

We show that (1) The optimum subsidy rate is always positive and the optimal 

privatization policy is partial privatization in the presence of social cost of public fund 

and foreign ownership; (2) The optimum subsidy rate and the degree of privatization 

are decreasing in the social cost of public fund; (3) The optimum subsidy rate is 

increasing and the degree of privatization is decreasing in the degree of foreign 

ownership; (4) The profit of the privatized firm and private firms, the consumer 

surplus and social welfare are decreasing in the social cost of public fund, but are 

increasing in the equity share held by foreign investors. The important policy 

implication is that the host country should improve macro-scope governance to attract 

more foreign investor’s incentive to own the share of domestic private firms under 

liberalized capital market policy for improving consumer and social welfare. 
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Foreign Penetration, Policy Burden and Optimal Privatization 

1. Introduction 

The modelling of a mixed oligopoly with foreign competitors begins with Fjell 

and Pal (1996) who investigated the effect of introducing foreign private firms on the 

equilibrium price and allocation of production.
1
 To see the impact of trade policy, 

White (1996) introduced the production subsidy into the mixed market and found that 

welfare is unchanged by privatization if subsidies are used before and after 

privatization.
2
 This privatization neutrality theorem was supported by Tomaru (2006), 

who showed that the optimal subsidy, all firms’ output, profits and social welfare are 

identical regardless of the share in a state-owned enterprise (SOE), and Matsumura 

and Okumura (2013), who also showed with the optimal output floor regulation, 

privatization does not affect welfare regardless of the time structure and the degree of 

privatization.  

Other theoretical literature has analyzed import tariff in a mixed market. Chang 

(2005) examined a mixed duopoly model with a more efficient foreign firm under 

Cournot and Stackelberg competition, and showed that the optimal level of 

                                                 
1
 See, for example, Fjell and Heywood (2002), and Matsumura (2003) for modelling Stackelberg 

competition in mixed markets with foreign competitors. 
2
 In the strategic trade literature, Brander and Spencer (1984, 1985) firstly showed that government 

could improve its terms of trade through tariff or subsidy to take a leader position transferring a 

foreign firm’s revenue to a domestic firm. Eaton and Grossman (1986) and Collie (1993) also 

analyzed the welfare effects of trade and industrial policies for a range of specifications of an 

oligopolistic industry and cost asymmetry. Long and Stähler (2009) examined that the home 

government can simultaneously subsidize domestic firms and impose tariffs. It is well-known 

proposition of trade theory that in the absence of directly trade-related distortions or policy goals, 

subsidies are superior to tariffs for achieving any economic objective. 
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privatization depends crucially upon the strategic substitutability-complementarity 

assumption. Chao and Yu (2006) found that foreign competition lowers the optimal 

tariff rate but partial privatization raises it. Wang et al. (2012) examined the effect of 

privatization on the priority of the maximum revenue tariff and the optimum-welfare 

tariff under Cournot and Stackelberg competitions, and showed that the 

optimum-welfare tariff will be lower than the maximum-revenue tariff regardless of 

the order of firms’ move when the asymmetric marginal cost of the privatized firm is 

higher than a critical value.  

Some studies simultaneously consider the relations between privatization policy 

and dual trade instruments, production subsidy or import tariff only in a mixed market. 

Pal and White (1998) examined the interaction between privatization and strategic 

trade policies, and found that the welfare is always increased with privatization if 

production subsidy is used only. However, privatization increases welfare over much 

of the parameter space if import tariff is used only. Pal and White (2003) also showed 

that the existence of SOE lowers optimal tariffs and subsidies, but also lowers the 

total volume of trade between the two countries. The lower volume of trade, however, 

does not translate into lower levels of welfare for the trading countries. Chang (2007), 

Yu and Lee (2011), Han (2012), and Lee et al. (2013) examined the optimal 

privatization and trade policies in an international mixed market and showed that full 

nationalization is the best choice under Cournot competition, but the privatization 

strategy is affected strongly by trade instruments and cost difference between firms. 
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Matsumura and Tomaru (2012) found that under the optimal tax-subsidy policy, if 

there is no foreign competitor, privatization does not matter regardless of the number 

of firms. However, it is not true if there are foreign competitors; further, privatization 

is more likely to improve welfare when the number of firms is larger even under the 

optimal tax-subsidy policy.
3 

 

Lin and Li (2008) based on China experience exploring the pervasive syndromes 

of soft budget constraint (SBC) in socialist and transition economies, and argued 

that the policy burdens on enterprises result in the SBC problems. In their paper, the 

policy burdens will induce low effort input of firm manager and thus the low 

efficiency of production; with the policy burdens, increasing market competition will 

make the SBC syndromes arise more likely. Accordingly, privatization will not 

necessarily harden the budget constraint of the enterprise. On the contrary, when a 

public firm still bears the policy burdens, privatization will only aggravate the SBC 

problems and besides, a private enterprise will demand more ex post subsidies from 

the government, than a public firm under the same condition. However, in their paper, 

the impact of policy burden on privatization was not dealt with in the context of 

mixed oligopoly market.  

In the literature on mixed oligopolies, Capuano and De Feo (2010), Wang and 

Chen (2011) and Matsumura and Tomaru (2013) have tackled the policy burden issue 

                                                 
3
 Wang et al. (2014) examined privatization policy and entry regulation in a mixed oligopoly market 

with foreign competitors and free entry. It demonstrated that as long as the entry cost is relatively 

lower, free entry is socially excessive whether it is free trade or the domestic government imposes the 

tariff policy. 
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by examining the welfare effect of a change in a public firm's objective function when 

the government takes into account the shadow cost of public funds (or, henceforth, 

excess taxation burden, ETB). Wang and Chen (2011) considered only the case of 

Cournot competition with cost efficiency gap, while Matsumura and Tomaru (2013) 

compared the optimal subsidies and the resulting welfare levels among four regimes: 

mixed and private Cournot duopolies and Stackelberg competition with public and 

private leaderships. Using a mixed oligopoly model with foreign competitors and the 

feasibility of partial privatization policy in this paper, we extend Matsumura and 

Tomaru (2012, 2013) to examine how the policy burden and foreign ownership will 

affect the privatization policy in the presence of strategic tax/subsidy policies under 

Cournot competition. We show that (1) The optimum subsidy rate is always positive 

and the optimal privatization policy is partial privatization in the presence of social 

cost of public fund and foreign ownership; (2) The optimum subsidy rate and the 

degree of privatization are decreasing in the social cost of public fund; (3) The 

optimum subsidy rate is increasing and the degree of privatization is decreasing in the 

degree of foreign ownership; (4) The profit of the privatized firm and private firms, 

the consumer surplus and social welfare are decreasing in the social cost of public 

fund, but are increasing in the equity share held by foreign investors. 

This paper is organized as follows. Basic modeling is provided in Section 2.  

Section 3 explores how the policy burden and foreign penetration will affect the 

privatization policy in the presence of strategic tax/subsidy policies. Section 4 
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provides conclusions.  

2. Basic Model 

Consider a domestic market for a homogeneous good produced by one public 

firm, and n  domestic firms. The linear demand function is specified as      . 

The supply equation is given by         
 
   , where   , and     denote, 

respectively, the output of public firm, and domestic firms. Following Wang et al. 

(2009) and Wang and Chen (2010), all firms use an identical technology and have the 

increasing marginal cost function: 
  

 

 
, and 

  
 

 
, respectively. 

The profits of domestic firms and foreign firms are given by: 

            
 
       

 
         

  
 

 
  (1) 

            
 
       

 
         

  
 

 
  (2) 

where   is the unit subsidy rate.  

The social welfare is defined as,  

             
 
              

 
             (3) 

where the consumer surplus is given by        ,   is the shareholding ratio of 

the foreigners, and   signifies the social cost of public fund for representing 

administrative inefficiency of government bureaucracy.
4
 As explained in Matsumura 

and Tomaru (2012), when all private firms are symmetric and   denotes the share of 

foreign investors in the private firms, then there are    foreign private firms and 

                                                 
4
 The similar specification can be found in Capuano and De Feo (2010), Wang and Chen (2011), and 

Matsumura and Tomaru (2013).  
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     n domestic private firms. As such, two formulations yield exactly the same 

equilibrium outcomes.
5
 It is important to be aware that privatization or share release 

is not always the best policy option when a government tries to improve the efficiency 

of public firms.
6
  

When government privatizes the public firm partially, the optimization problem 

for the semi-public firm is:  

    
    

              (4) 

where   is the weight assigned to the profits in the decision-making process of the 

firm, and      .
7
  Following Matsumura (1998), the government can indirectly 

control   through its shareholding. The fully privatized firm only seeks the profit if 

   ; contrarily, a fully nationalized firm maximizes the social welfare if    .
8
 

The government chooses the subsidy rate and the degree of privatization to maximize 

social welfare. 

We construct a two-stage game. In the first stage of the game, the government 

decides the subsidy rate and the degree of privatization. In the second stage, the firms 

                                                 
5
 Foreign ownership of public firms is not considered in this paper. Lin and Matsumura (2012) also 

investigated the presence of foreign investors in privatized firms and confirmed Wang and Chen’s finding 

that an increase in the stockholding ratio of foreign investors in a privatized firm increases the optimal 

degree of privatization, whereas an increase in the penetration of foreign firms in product markets reduces 

it. These results imply that the degree of openness of financial markets and that of product markets have 

contrasting implications for the optimal privatization policy.  
6
 For example, Mukherjee and Sinha (2014) theoretically show that if the profit-maximizing private 

firm is technologically superior to that of the welfare-maximizing public firm, both the society and 

the private firm gain from technology licensing. In particular, both the equilibrium output of the 

private firm and the equilibrium degree of privatization are zero under technology licensing. 
7
 Public firms may have other different targets, such as maximizing the profit, income, employee’s 

income or management of license, etc. See De Fraja and Delbono (1989), Fjell and Pal (1996), and 

Pal and White (1998) on the modeling of a public firm as a social welfare maximizer. 
8
 Lee and Hwang (2003) elaborated on the framework of Matsumura (1998) by allowing for 

managerial inefficiency, and showed that under moderate conditions partial ownership is a reasonable 

choice of government in a monopoly market as well as in a mixed duopoly market, where a public 

firm competes with a profit-maximizing private firm.  
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engage in Cournot competition. The backward induction is used to derive the 

sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE). 

3. Foreign Ownership, Privatization and Welfare 

The outputs of the domestic private firms and the public firm are obtained by 

partially differentiating Eqs. (2) and (4) with respect to   , and   , the first-order 

conditions are: 

   

   

                  (5) 

  

   
                                

                             (6) 

The equilibrium outputs are: 

  
       

                      

                              
  (7) 

  
           

                            

                             
 (8) 

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (3) and then differentiating with respect to 

  and  , the optimum subsidy and degree of privatization are given as 

   
     

             
  (9) 

     
      

              
  (10) 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: The optimum subsidy rate is always positive and the optimal 

privatization policy is partial privatization. 

Proposition 1 show that the optimum subsidy rate is always positive and the 
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optimal privatization policy is partial privatization which is different from the result 

obtained by Matsumura and Tomaru (2012). Matsumura and Tomaru (2012) showed 

that, in mixed oligopoly with foreign ownership, the government’s optimum policy 

may be subsidy or taxation when the number of firms is fixed. When the equity share 

held by foreign investors goes beyond a critical value, the government will levy 

production tax. Otherwise, the government will provide production subsidy.  Profit 

shifting arises when foreign investors held the equity shares of any domestic private 

firms. Thus, when the equity shares held by foreign investors is too high, positive 

production subsidy by the government may degrade the domestic social welfare. 

Therefore, the government should levy production tax. On the contrary, when the 

equity shares held by foreign investors is not high, the government will provide firms 

positive subsidy in order to rectify the production insufficiency in oligopoly market. 

However, in our partial privatization framework, the government is able to adjust the 

degree of privatization to create the output-substitution effect cum unit output subsidy 

for improving the social welfare. 

Taking differentiation of    and   with respect to  , we obtain:  

   

  
  

            

                
  ,                                    (11) 

   

  
  

            

                 
  .                                    (12) 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 2: The optimum subsidy rate and the degree of privatization are both 
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decreasing in the social cost of public fund. 

When the social cost of public fund is more severe, and the degree of 

privatization and production subsidy are complementary instruments for a given 

degree of foreign ownership; the degree of privatization and the production subsidy 

should decrease in order to mitigate the policy distortion. 

Taking differentiation of    and   with respect to  , we obtain that  

   

  
 

            

                
  ,                                       (13) 

   

  
 

       

                 
  .                                       (14) 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 3: The optimum subsidy rate is increasing in the degree of foreign 

ownership, while the degree of privatization is decreasing in the degree of foreign 

ownership. 

The higher output subsidy will attract the foreign investors to own more share of 

domestic private firms, and under such circumstance, the government will not need to 

push the public firm more privatized for welfare maximization in the presence of 

excess taxation burden. Matsumura and Tomaru (2012) found that under the optimal 

tax-subsidy policy, if there is no foreign competitor, privatization does not matter 

regardless of the number of firms. However, it is not true if there are foreign 

competitors; further, privatization is more likely to improve welfare when the number 

of firms is larger even under the optimal tax-subsidy policy. We extend their finding 
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and further show that partial privatization will improve welfare unequivocally instead 

of adopting full privatization policy. It is because in our partial privatization 

framework with higher foreign ownership, the government is able to reduce the 

degree of privatization in couple with the higher unit output subsidy to affect industry 

output via the output-substitution effect for improving the social welfare. 

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eqs. (1)-(3), we have the following 

equilibrium outcomes: 

   
      

             
,    

      

             
,   

           

             
,  

     
           

             
,   
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,     

              

                 
, 

   
                              

                 
. 

Taking differentiation of   
 ,   

 ,    , and    with respect to  , we obtain 

that  

   
 

  
  

              

  
  , 

   
 

  
  

              

    , 

    

  
  

                   

    , 

   

  
 

                                                               

    . 

where                    . 

We have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4: The profit of the privatized firm and private firm, the consumer 

surplus and social welfare are decreasing in the social cost of public fund. 

From the viewpoint of firms’ objectives, Tomaru (2006) showed the robustness 

by adopting the partial privatization approach formulated by Matsumura (1998). Kato 

and Tomaru (2007) considered non-profit-maximizing private firms and showed that 

the theorem holds true under various payoff functions of private firms. These works 

demonstrated that the privatization neutrality theorem is quite robust. Wang and Chen 

(2011), and Matsumura and Tomaru (2013) further investigated optimal tax-subsidy 

policies in mixed and private oligopolies with excess burden of taxation. Matsumura 

and Tomaru (2013) compared the optimal subsidies and the resulting welfare levels 

among four regimes: mixed and private Cournot duopolies and Stackelberg 

competition with public and private leaderships. They show that under general 

demand and cost functions, all four regimes yield the same equilibrium welfare under 

the optimal subsidy policies if and only if   = 0. In other words, the privatization 

neutrality theorem holds only when there is no excess burden of taxation. 

Our proposition points out that the profit of the privatized firm and private firm, 

the consumer surplus and social welfare are decreasing in the social cost of public 

fund. In other words, the higher the excess burden of taxation, the lower for all the 

important equilibrium outcomes. It is one “lose-lose-lose” result for a given degree of 

foreign ownership. 

We further want to see how the change of foreign ownership (liberalization of 

capital market) will affect all the important equilibrium outcomes. 
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Taking differentiation of   
 ,   

 ,    , and    with respect to  , we obtain 

that  

   
 

  
 

          

    , 

   
 

  
 

          

    , 

    

  
 

               

  
  , 

   

  
  

                                    

  
  . 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 5: The profit of the privatized firm and private firm, the consumer 

surplus and social welfare are increasing in the equity share held by foreign 

investors. 

In other words, the higher the foreign ownership, the higher for all the important 

equilibrium outcomes. It is one “win-win-win” result when there is excess burden of 

taxation. From the above propositions 4 and 5, we may infer the important policy 

implication: the host country should improve macro-scope governance to attract more 

foreign investor’s incentive to own the share of domestic private firms under 

liberalized capital market policy for improving consumer and social welfare.    

4. Conclusions 

We used a mixed oligopoly model with foreign penetration examining how the 

policy burden and foreign competition will affect the privatization policy in the 

presence of strategic tax/subsidy policies. We showed that (1) The optimum subsidy 

rate is always positive and the optimal privatization policy is partial privatization in 
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the presence of social cost of public fund and foreign ownership; (2) The optimum 

subsidy rate and the degree of privatization are decreasing in the social cost of public 

fund; (3) The optimum subsidy rate is increasing and the degree of privatization is 

decreasing in the degree of foreign ownership; (4) The profit of the privatized firm 

and private firms, the consumer surplus and social welfare are decreasing in the social 

cost of public fund, but are increasing in the equity share held by foreign investors. 

The important policy implication is that the host country should improve macro-scope 

governance to attract more foreign investor’s incentive to own the share of domestic 

private firms under liberalized capital market policy for improving consumer and 

social welfare.    
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